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**Find answers, request services, or get help from our team at the UC San Diego information system and support departments’ success in managing their fiscal responsibilities.**

**Budget & Finance Support** promotes training, tools, and communications to take full advantage of the financial resources available. As such, it has published several new entries to the [Training & Events Calendar](http://training.ucsd.edu). This month, we’ll focus on the following:

* [Oracle BI Authors should select](http://bi.ucsd.edu) the New Service Offering - Oracle BI Catalog Migration Request to request the migration of Oracle BI Objects.
* [Oracle BI Authors should select](http://bi.ucsd.edu) the New Security for Authors to request new security roles and access to the Oracle BI Authors’ page.
* [Oracle BI Authors should select](http://bi.ucsd.edu) the New Monthly Meeting Series to request a new meeting series.
* [Oracle BI Authors should select](http://bi.ucsd.edu) the Locked Down - Development Reports on PROD for Authors for a list of development reports locked down on PROD.
* [Oracle BI Authors should select](http://bi.ucsd.edu) the New Service Offering - Oracle BI Catalog Migration Request to request the migration of Oracle BI Objects.
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**Sponsored Projects**

For the University of California, San Diego’s sponsored projects, the following reports and updates are now available:

* [Sponsored Projects Converted Revenue Update](http://sp.ucsd.edu) for awards with multiple organizations may have new revenue.
* [Sponsored Projects Equity Allocations Adjustment](http://sp.ucsd.edu) for large amounts of equity for awards.
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**Oracle Budget**

**Introduction to Entering Core and Non-Core Funded Budgets**

Oracle BI Authors should select the New Service Offering - Oracle BI Catalog Migration Request to request the migration of Oracle BI Objects.
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**Oracle Procurement**

**Purchase Requisitions module**

New Punchout is now available in Oracle Procurement! From the Purchasing tab > Make PO# change > Complete and Close tab > Make PO# change > Complete and Close.
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**Oracle Financials Cloud**

**Oracle BI Authors should select** the New Service Offering - Oracle BI Catalog Migration Request to request the migration of Oracle BI Objects.
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